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ABOUT CONFERENCE

Hematology Congress 2022 committee is overwhelmed to welcome you to 
join the upcoming  European Virtual Congress on Hematology on January 
24-25, 2022 at Prague, Czech Republic. The conference is focused on the 
theme “Hematologic Complications and Impact on COVID-19. The Conference 
is predicted to be best global platform for all the scientists, hematologists, 
oncologists, pathologists, surgeons, nurses, research scholars, business 
professionals, and students to discuss and learn about hematology. The 
conference incorporates speaker oral talks, keynote presentations, poster 
displays, workshops and exhibitions. This committee will be organizing 
Conferences by offering virtual platform to all researchers and associations 
in which Conferences will be scheduled on wide range of topics emerging 
in Hematology and treatment for Hematologic Disorders and also advanced 
methodology for Diagnostics etc.

Conference series LLC Ltd through its international conferences provides a 
best opportunity for the young researchers and scientists through its special 
initiatives like Poster Presentation, Young Researcher Forum, E-poster, B2B 
and Scientific Meetings and Live Streaming.

This Conference is best platform to discuss and learn about Hematology, 
Hematologic Oncology, Blood Disorders, Hematologic Disorders, 
Blood Disorders: Diagnosis and Treatment, Clinical and Experimental 
Hematology, Hematopathology, Pediatric hematology, Hematology Nursing, 
Immunohematology, Stem Cell Research and much more. Hematology 
mainly concerned with the production, functions, bone marrow, and diseases 
which are related to blood, blood proteins. Blood Disorders can affect one or 
more specific parts of the blood and prevent blood from doing its functions. 

WHY TO ATTEND OUR HEMATOLOGY CONGRESS 2022

Hematology Congress 2022 will provide a scientific environment and a 
best dias for the participants to exchange their views and ideas regarding 
Hematology. Hematology field researchers and Associations from around 
the world focused on learning about Leukemia, Hemophilia, Blood clotting 
and Hematologic Oncology. It is a great chance to reach a huge assemblage 
of participants from the Hematology community to fight against these 
deadly disorders. This gathering will consolidate the feature of momentum 
advancements in the field of Medical Science in its battle against wellbeing 
perils.


